This work presents a general unified theory for coupled nonlinear elastic and inelastic deformations of curved shells. The coupling is based on a multiplicative decomposition of the surface deformation gradient. The kinematics of this decomposition is examined in detail. In particular, the dependency of various kinematical quantities, such as area change and curvature, on the elastic and inelastic strains is discussed. This is essential for the development of general constitutive models. In order to fully explore the coupling between elastic and different inelastic deformations, the surface balance laws for mass, momentum, energy and entropy are examined in the context of the multiplicative decomposition. Based on the second law of thermodynamics, the general constitutive relations are then derived. Two cases are considered: Independent inelastic strains, and inelastic strains that are functions of temperature and concentration. The constitutive relations are illustrated by several nonlinear examples on growth, chemical swelling, thermoelasticity, viscoelasticity and elastoplasticity of shells. The formulation is fully formulated in curvilinear coordinates leading to compact and elegant expressions for the kinematics, balance laws and constitutive relations.
Introduction
Many problems in science and technology are characterized by different, competing deformation types. Apart from elastic deformations, which are studied predominantly in solid mechanics, deformations can also arise from growth, swelling, thermal expansion, viscosity, plasticity and electro-magnetical fields. The decomposition of these deformations is essential for the proper modeling and understanding of coupled problems. In thermoelasticity, for instance, mechanical stresses do not arise from thermal deformations, but from the elastic deformations countering those. In the general framework of large deformations, the decomposition of deformations is based on the multiplicative split of the deformation gradient. While the topic has been studied extensively for three-dimensional continua, there are much fewer works studying the multiplicative split for curved surfaces. In particular, a general shell theory that unifies different deformation types is currently lacking and therefore addressed here.
The origins of the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient can be traced back to Flory (1950) , who used a 1D version of it to decompose elastic and inelastic stretches during The use of a curvilinear coordinate description allows for a very general treatment of shell geometry and deformation. Also it allows for a direct finite element formulation that avoids the overhead of a transformation to a Cartesian formulation as is classically used. Recently, and Sahu et al. (2017) have developed a new multiphysical shell theory that is based on nonlinear Kirchhoff-Love kinematics and is suitable for both solid and liquid shells. Based on this theory, new finite element formulations have been proposed for engineering shells , layered shells (Roohbakhshan and Sauer, 2016) , biological shells , graphene (Ghaffari et al., 2017) , lipid bilayers , inverse analysis (Vu-Bac et al., 2018) , phase transformations (Zimmermann et al., 2017) and surfactants (Roohbakhshan and Sauer, 2018) . However, all of these works are restricted to elastic deformations.
The restrictions in the current literature mentioned above motivates the development of a general shell formulation for coupled deformations. Such a formulation should be based on a multiplicative split, in order to handle large deformations, use curvilinear coordinates, in order to handle general surface geometries, and account for the laws of irreversible thermodynamics, in order to capture the full scope of coupling. Compared to existing formulations, the formulation proposed here has several novelties:
• It provides a unified shell theory for coupled nonlinear elastic and inelastic deformations.
• It is based on the multiplicative decomposition of the surface deformation gradient.
• It accounts for growth, swelling, viscosity, plasticity and thermal deformations.
• It is fully formulated in the general and compact framework of curvilinear coordinates.
• It explores the coupling in the kinematic relations and balance laws. It is also shown that the multiplicative split on the surface deformation gradient generally leads to an additive split on certain strain components. Additive decompositions are therefore not restricted to small deformations. Further, some of the existing formulations found in the literature are recovered as special cases by the proposed multiplicative split.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 gives a brief overview of the general, curvilinear description of curved surfaces. Secs. 3 and 4 then discuss the kinematics and motion of curved surfaces accounting for a multiplicative decomposition of the surface deformation gradient. This is followed by the presentation of the balance laws of mass, momentum, energy and entropy in Sec. 5. These lead to the coupled strong form problem statement, summarized in Sec. 6, and the general constitutive equations, derived in Sec. 7. The latter are illustrated by several examples for elastic and inelastic material behavior. Sec. 8 concludes the paper.
Mathematical surface description
This section gives a brief summary of the mathematical description of surfaces in the general framework of curvilinear coordinates. In this framework, every point x on a surface S is given by the mapping x = x(ξ α , t) .
(1) Here ξ α , for α = 1, 2, denotes the two curvilinear coordinates that can be associated with a 2D parameter domain P as illustrated in Fig. 1 , while t ∈ [0, t end ] stands for time. Given (1), all geometrical aspects of the surface can be obtained. The tangent plane at x ∈ S is characterized by the two tangent vectors
while the surface normal at x ∈ S is given by
The basis a 1 , a 2 and n allows to introduce the notion of in-plane and out-of-plane surface objects. The tangent vectors a 1 and a 2 are generally not orthonormal, meaning that the socalled surface metric,
generally gives [a αβ ] = [1 0 ; 0 1]. To restore orthonormality a set of dual tangent vectors a α is introduced from a α = a αβ a β and a α = a αβ a β , 2 where [a αβ ] := [a αβ ] −1 , such that a α · a β = δ α β for [δ α β ] = [1 0 ; 0 1]. This illustrates a very important property of a αβ and a αβ : They lower or raise indices. Another important surface characteristic, is the curvature. It follows from the out-of-plane components of the second derivative a α,β := ∂a α /∂ξ β , denoted as b αβ = a α,β · n .
These components can be arranged in the matrix [b α β ] := [a αγ b γβ ], whose eigenvalues are the two principal surface curvatures
where
are the mean curvature and Gaussian curvature of surface S, respectively. The derivative a α,β is also referred to as the parametric derivate of a α . It is generally different to the so-called co-variant derivative of a α that is denoted by ";" and defined as a α;β := (n ⊗ n) a α,β .
For general scalars and vectors (that have no free index) the parametric and co-variant derivates are identical. Only for objects with free indices (such as a α and a α ) a difference appears. Analogous to (1), physical fields on S are generally functions of ξ α and t. Examples are surface density ρ = ρ(ξ α , t) and surface temperature T = T (ξ α , t). Their surface gradient follows from ρ ,α (= ρ ;α ) and T ,α (= T ;α ) as grad S ρ = ρ ,α a α and grad S T = T ,α a α . A more comprehensive treatment of the mathematical description of curved surfaces can be found in the classical textbooks on differential geometry, e.g. see Kreyszig (1991) . A recent concise treatment is also provided in Sauer (2018) .
Surface kinematics
This section introduces reference, current and intermediate configuration, and discusses the kinematical quantities between them. The discussion is restricted to Kirchhoff-Love kinematics. These are entirely based on the notion of surface strain and curvature and do not need any further kinematical measures.
Classical kinematical measures
Suppose that the surface S deforms over time. The initial configuration at time t = 0 is defined as reference configuration, and denoted S 0 to distinguish it from the current configuration S at time t > 0. In order to distinguish all the surface quantities introduced in Sec. 2, upper case symbols are used for the reference configuration, while lower case symbols are used for the current configuration, see Fig. 1 . The primary measure relating S and S 0 is the surface deformation gradient
Together with its generalized inverse
it transforms the tangent vectors as
From F follow the two surface Cauchy Green tensors
From these, the surface Green-Lagrange strain tensor 13) and the surface Almansi strain tensor
can be defined. Here,
denote the surface identity tensors on S 0 and S, respectively. E has the components
w.r.t. basis A α , while e has the components e αβ := a α · e a β = 1 2 a αβ − A αβ (17) w.r.t. basis a α . To emphasize the equality e αβ = E αβ and, as is seen later, the fact that the multiplicative split on F leads to an additive split on these strain components, we introduce
Similar to (18), we introduce the relative curvature components
The surface Cauchy-Green tensors have two invariants, I 1 and J. In order to define them, the surface determinant of F is introduced by
for all non-parallel vectors V 1 and V 2 (Javili et al., 2014) . Picking V α = A α , this leads to the second invariant
which is equal to
and corresponds to the local change of area between S 0 and S. The first invariant is
Kinematics of the multiplicative deformation split
The previous setting accounts only for a single deformation source. Its primary unknown is position x, from which everything else follows. In order to extend the setting to deformations composed of two separate (i.e. elastic and inelastic) components, we introduce the intermediate surface configurationŜ with the tangent vectorsâ α that are now an additional set of unknowns.
The deformation S 0 →Ŝ is taken as the inelastic part, whileŜ → S is the elastic part, see Fig. 1 . Given the tangent vectorsâ α , the surface normaln, metricâ αβ , inverse metricâ αβ , dual tangent vectorsâ α , curvature componentsb αβ , mean curvatureĤ and Gaussian curvatureκ are obtained analogous to expressions (3)-(7) in Sec. 2. The introduced intermediate configuration S implies that the surface deformation gradient F can be multiplicatively split as
are the elastic and inelastic surface deformation gradients, respectively. Split (25) implies the inverse split
with
F el and F in transform the tangent vectors as
These relations can be used to push forward the right surface Cauchy-Green tensor C to the intermediate configuration, i.e.
and to pull back the inverse left Cauchy-Green tensor B −1 to the intermediate configuration,
In order to decompose the strain, it is convenient to introduce the strain tensor e := ε αβâ α ⊗â β
analogous to (19) . This strain corresponds to the push forward of E and the pull-back of e to the intermediate configuration, sincê 
based on the definitionsê
that are analogous to (13) and (14). Here,
denotes the surface identity onŜ analogous to (15) . Introducinĝ
then leads to the componentwise decomposition
which is analogous to (18). Thus we have showed that the multiplicative decomposition of F generally leads to the additive decomposition of the intermediate strain tensorê. An alternative, but less insightful approach is to directly propose an additive decomposition of the strain components without introducing F = F el F in , as has for example been done by Reddy and Chin (1998) for thermoelastic shells, by Simo and Kennedy (1992) for elastoplasticity shells, by Lubarda (2011) for viscoelastic shells, by Liang and Mahadevan (2011) for shell growth, by van der Sman (2015) for shell swelling, and by Roychowdhury and Gupta (2018) for surface defects.
Likewise to decomposition (40), we introduce the additive curvature decomposition
Due to split (25), the local area change, introduced in (22)-(23), becomes
A further useful object is the first invariant of C el , given by the surface trace
It is equivalent to the surface trace tr
Note, that in general I el 1− = 1/I el 1 . Remark 1: The inelastic deformation does not need to be compatible, i.e. F in does not need to follow as the gradient of a deformation mapping. Instead it can be treated as an independent unknow. For a recent discussion on incompatible plastic deformations, see Gupta et al. (2007) .
Remark 2: A mutiplicative decomposition can also be used to split the elastic deformation into two parts, e.g. a pre-strain and an additional strain. In this case, the intermediate configuration S is not stress-free but (pre-)stressed. The total stress then depends on the total strain in the usual way, and so the kinematical decomposition discussed above is not needed.
Inelastic dilatation
For many applications, like growth or thermal expansion, the inelastic deformation is purely dilatational. Excluding rigid body rotations (which can be accounted for in the elastic deformation), inelastic dilatation can be written aŝ
such that
Here λ in = √ J in denotes the inelastic stretch. As a consequence,
Inelastic isotropic bending
Analogous to inelastic dilatation is the case of inelastic isotropic bending. In this case the two principal curvatures increase by the same scalar factorκ in during inelastic deformation, i.e.
This follows for example from considerinĝ
which, together with (50), impliesb
Surface motion
The kinematical quantities introduced in the preceding section generally change over time, which is discussed in this section. To characterize these changes, we introduce the material time derivative(
From (1) thus follows the surface velocity v :=ẋ. In the following subsections, we summarize some of the consequences of (56) for the classical kinematical measures introduced in Secs. 3.1 and the kinematical decomposition of 3.2.
Classical measures of the surface motion
From definition (18) follows the strain ratė
whereȧ
according to (4). With this we can find the material time derivative of the area change J.
From (23) and (57) follows
so thatJ
Similarly, the first invariant of C, I 1 = I 1 (a αβ ) = I 1 (ε αβ ), giveṡ
due to (24) and (57). In order to express various curvature rates, we requirė
see Sauer (2018) . From (20) then follows the relative curvature ratė
due to (5). Further, since H = H(a αβ , a αβ ) and κ = κ(a αβ , a αβ ), we find the mean curvature rateḢ
and the Gaussian curvature rateκ
due to (7) and (65); see also (Sauer, 2018) . Relations (57) and (67) obviously imply
Decomposition of the surface motion
The additive strain decomposition of (40) and (41) directly leads to the additive rate decompositionε
Also the multiplicative decomposition of J leads to an additive rate decomposition: From (44) directly followsJ
In order to determineJ el andJ in , we first note that for a general function f (a αβ ,
From (74) then follows
Combing this with (73) leads to
Applying (77) and (78) 
The later equation agrees with (61), (76) and (81).
Applying (78) (46) gives
analogous to (66).İ el 1 can then be obtained from (77). Next we turn towards the curvature rates. The additive curvature decomposition in (42) and (43) leads to the additive rate decompositioṅ
whereḃ
analogous to (64) 
From (74) and (86) 
Applying (78) and (90) 
analogous to (70).Ḣ can then be obtained from (89).
analogous to (72).κ can then be obtained from (89). The fact that the elastic derivatives in (92) and (93) are zero underlines the fact that the intermediate configuration is an independent unknown that is independent of ε el αβ and κ el αβ . On top of those expressions, the constitutive models discussed in Sec. 7 require the dependency of H and κ on the elastic and inelastic strain rates. Applying (78) and (90) (7) gives
due to (70). Applying (78) and (90) 
due to (72).
Surface balance laws
This section discusses the balance law of mass, momentum, energy and entropy for curved surfaces. The derivation follows the framework of and Sahu et al. (2017) . It makes use of three important theorems: Reynold's transport theorem,
which follows from substituting da = J dA and using the product rule, the surface divergence theorem,
where ν α = a α ·ν is the in-plane component of the boundary normal ν and "; α" is the co-variant derivative defined in Sec. 2, and the localization theorem
Surface mass balance
Mass balance is formulated here for the case of a mixture of two species. This could for example be a solvent diffusing into a matrix material and induce swelling. The partial surface densities ρ 1 = ρ 1 (ξ α , t) and ρ 2 = ρ 2 (ξ α , t) are introduced such that the current surface density of the mixture is ρ = ρ 1 + ρ 2 (with unit mass per current area).
Total mass balance
Consider the Lagrangian description of the total mass balance
where h is a surface mass source (mass per current area and time), coming for example from growth or swelling. Applying Reynolds' transport theorem (96) and localization (98) giveṡ
which is the governing ODE for ρ. In order to determine ρ(t), the initial condition ρ = ρ 0 at t = 0 is required. If h = 0, then ρ = ρ 0 /J solves ODE (100), which elegantly eliminates unknown ρ and its ODE. If h = 0, then ODE (100) needs to be solved (numerically). h = 0 induces growth, which is an inelastic deformation. An example is isotropic growth discussed in Sec. 7.3.1.
Partial mass balance
Additionally, the mass balance of the individual species needs to be accounted for. Given (100), it suffices to account for the mass balance of one species. We therefore introduce the relative concentration φ = ρ 1 /ρ of species 1 and denote its source term h 1 . The partial mass balance thus is
where the j ν term accounts for a relative mass flux of species 1 w.r.t. the average motion of the mixture. Defining the surface mass flux vector j = j α a α through
and using the surface divergence theorem (97) on this term then leads to
Defining h * 1 := h 1 − φ h and making use of the localization theorem (98) and ODE (100), then gives
which is the governing ODE for the relative concentration φ. In order to determine φ(t), the initial condition φ = φ 0 at t = 0 is required. Interesting special cases for h * 1 are h * 1 = h 1 (the total mass is conserved), h * 1 = (1 − φ) h (only the mass of species 1 is increasing), h * 1 = −φ h (only the mass of species 2 is increasing) and h * 1 = 0 (the mass increase of species 1 and 2 has the ratio φ to 1 − φ).
Surface momentum balance

Stress and moment tensors
For shells, the Cauchy stress tensor takes the form
with the in-plane membrane components N αβ and the out-of-plane shear components S α . The traction vector on the boundary with normal ν = ν α a α then becomes
Introducing
then leads to T = T α ν α . For later reference the surface tension,
and the deviatoric surface stress,
are introduced. The latter has the in-plane components
in basis a α . The out-of-plane component S α is identical for σ dev and σ. The Cauchy stress describes the physical stress in configuration S. It can be mapped to the (non-physical) second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S in configuration S 0 using the classical pull-back formula
whereF := F + n ⊗ N is the full 3D deformation gradient for Kirchhoff-Love kinematics. In the same fashion we introduce the stress in configurationŜ bŷ
and note that
whereF el := F el + n ⊗n andF in := F in +n ⊗ N . This lead tô
and
where N αβ 0 := J inN αβ ,N αβ := J el N αβ , S α 0 := J inŜ α andŜ α := J el S α . Similar to the stress tensor σ and the traction vector T , the bending moment tensor
and the moment vector
with M α = µ T a α , are introduced in configuration S. Just like σ, µ can be mapped toŜ and S byμ :
where M αβ 0 := J inM αβ andM αβ := J el M αβ .
Linear surface momentum balance
The linear surface momentum balance is given by
where v :=ẋ is the current surface velocity, f is a distributed surface load (force per current area) that has contributions acting on species 1 and 2 (i.e. f = f 1 + f 2 ), T is the traction vector on boundary ∂R and h v accounts for the momentum change of the added mass. Applying the surface divergence theorem, Reynolds' transport theorem (96), ODE (100) and localization gives
which is the governing PDE for the motion. In order to determine v(t), the initial condition v = v 0 at t = 0 is required. In order to determine x(t), the additional initial condition x = X at t = 0 is required. PDE (121) is exactly the same as for the mass conserving case, e.g. see .
Remark 3: The surface load can also be defined per mass, i.e. b := f /ρ and then decomposed as f = ρ b = ρ 1 b 1 + ρ 2 b 2 . If b 1 = b 2 , as for gravity, we find b = b 1 = b 2 .
Angular surface momentum balance
Also the angular surface momentum balance
where m := n × M is a distributed moment acting on boundary ∂R, leads to the same local equations as before, i.e.
for all x ∈ S.
Surface energy balance
The surface energy balance can be expressed as
is the specific energy (per unit mass) at x ∈ B that contains the stored energy u and the kinetic energy v · v/2. The first two terms on the right hand side of (124) account for the mechanical power of the external forces f and T . The third term accounts for the power required to add mass h: power is needed to bring the added mass to energy level u and velocity v. 6 The last two terms account for the thermal power of an external heat source r and a boundary influx q ν . Defining the surface heat flux vector q = q α a α through
the surface divergence theorem gives
Using the surface divergence theorem on the v · T term gives
see Sahu et al. (2017) . Using these two equations, ODE (100) and PDE (121) then gives
which is the governing PDE for u. In order to determine u(t), the initial condition u = u 0 at t = 0 is required. PDE (129) has the same format as in the classical case when h = 0 and no split of F is considered. But due to the split of F , we can now write
according to eqs. (57), (67), (74) and (86).
Remark 4: The 1 2 σ αβȧ αβ da term can be rewritten as
and σ and S are given by (105) and (111). This illustrates that the stress component σ αβ (and energy 1 2 σ αβȧ αβ ) is expressed neither w.r.t. S 0 nor S, but directly w.r.t. parameter space P . σ and S, on the other hand are specific to S and S 0 , respectively.
Remark 5: In (124) the quantities e, f , T , r and q ν are defined for the common mixture in order to avoid dealing with partial quantities. In Sahu et al. (2017) , on the other hand, f is defined partially, such that the second term in (124) is the area integral over v 1 · ρ 1 b 1 + v 2 · ρ 2 b 2 . This leads to an extra term in (129) 
Surface entropy balance
The surface entropy balance is given by
where s is the specific entropy at x ∈ S, η e is the external entropy production caused by external loads and heat sources,q ν is an entropy influx on the boundary of the surface, h s accounts for the entropy increase due to the added mass, 7 and η i is the internal entropy production, which according to the second law of thermodynamics satisfies
Defining the surface entropy flux vectorq =q α a α through
the surface divergence theorem and the localization theorem lead to the local equation
which can be used to derive constitutive equations as is discussed in Sec. 7. For this, we introduce the Helmholtz free energy ψ := u − T s, such thaṫ
Here T > 0 is the absolute temperature. Inserting this and PDE (130) into (136) then gives
In deriving this equation we have used local energy balance (129), which in turn uses local mass balance (100) and local momentum balance (121). We have thus used all PDEs apart from the local concentration balance (104). In order to account for it we add it to the right hand side of (138) using the Lagrange multiplier method, i.e.
where µ is the Lagrange multiplier that corresponds to the chemical potential as will be shown later. The last term in (139) can be rewritten as
in order to combine it with the T (q α /T ) ;α term. We thus find
On the right hand side here, the only source terms are the first two terms, while the only divergence-like term is the third term. Comparing this with (136), we can thus identify η e = r/T − µ h * 1 /(T ρ) andq α = q α /T − µ j α /T , such that the second law yields
Problem statement
In this work we consider the case of coupling elastic deformations with either growth, swelling, viscosity, plasticity or thermal deformation. So there is only coupling of two deformation types.
In principle three and more types can also be coupled. This would require introducing further intermediate configurations. This section discusses the strong form for the coupled two-field problem. The recovery of the intermediate configuration is also addressed.
Strong form
The strong form can be unified by the problem statement: Find x(ξ α , t),â αβ (ξ γ , t) andb αβ (ξ γ , t) satisfying PDE (121) and
• for growth, ODE (100). In this case,â αβ andb αβ are either prescribed or defined through ρ. So the primary unknowns are x and ρ. Examples are given by eqs. (50), (55), (160) and (164).
• for swelling, PDE (104). In this case,â αβ andb αβ are defined through φ, e.g. by (50), (55), (165) and (166), and so the primary unknowns are x and φ. If the swelling is not mass conserving (i.e. h = 0), ρ is also unknown and needs to be obtained from ODE (100).
• for viscoelasticity and elastoplasticity, an evolution law (ODE) forâ αβ andb αβ , like (185), (205), (214) or (223).
• for thermoelasticity, PDE (130). In this case,â αβ andb αβ are defined through T , e.g. by (50), (55), (227) and (228), and so the primary unknowns are x and T .
In general, the governing ODEs and PDEs are nonlinear and coupled, and hence need to be solved numerically. The ODEs can be solved locally using numerical integration schemes like the implicit Euler scheme. The problem simplifies if ρ, φ or T are prescribed. In those cases the problem decouples. In order to fully characterize PDEs (104), (121) and (129), constitutive expressions for the mass flux, stress, bending moments and heat flux are needed. Those are discussed in Sec. 7.
Recovery ofâ α
Strictly the recovery ofâ 1 andâ 2 , which fully define the intermediate configurationŜ, is not needed to solve the problem, but it may still be interesting to reconstructâ α , and from it F in , for various reasons. The recovery is straightforward for isotropic growth, isotropic swelling and isotropic thermal expansion, since in these casesâ α is given by (48), with λ in being either prescribed directly or defined through ρ, φ or T , as in some of the examples of Sec. 7.3. For viscoelasticity and elastoplasticity, on the other hand, the two vectorsâ 1 andâ 2 can be determined from the two equationsâ
that each have three cases. In order to eliminate rigid body rotations,â 1 andâ 2 need to be fixed at some point.
Remark 6: If no inelastic bending occurs, i.e.n = N , the second equation can be replaced by the scalar equationâ
that has two cases and fixes the inclination ofŜ, and the condition (â 1 ×â 2 ) · N = â 1 ×â 2 (145) that fixes the orientation ofŜ. Additionally,â 1 (orâ 2 ) needs to be fixed at a point to eliminate the rigid body rotation around N .
Constitution
This section derives the constitutive equations following from the second law of thermodynamics and provides various examples.
Constitutive theory
In general, the Helmholtz free energy is a function of the elastic strains ε el αβ and κ el αβ , temperature T and concentration φ, i.e. ψ = ψ ε el αβ , κ el αβ , T, φ , 
We now invoke the procedure of Coleman and Noll (1964) . Two cases have to be considered. The first case supposes that ε in αβ and κ in αβ are independent process variables. Then, since (148) is true for all ratesε el αβ ,ε in αβ ,κ el αβ ,κ in αβṪ ,φ and gradients T ;α , (µ/T ) ;α , we obtain the sufficient conditions 9 σ αβ = ρ ∂ψ ∂ε el αβ , σ αβεin αβ ≥ 0 ,
8 Replacingε el αβ according to (74.1), Eq. (148) can be also expressed in terms ofε αβ andε in αβ . 9 They are not necessary conditions as they can be combined into new conditions. which are the general constitutive relations for the stresses σ αβ , bending moments M αβ , inelastic strains ε in αβ , inelastic curvature change κ in αβ , heat flux q α , entropy s, concentration flux j α and Lagrange multiplier µ. The latter is identified by the chemical potential. On the other hand, ifε in αβ andκ in αβ are functions of T and φ, their rates can be expanded intȯ
Inserting this into (148) then yields
Since this is true for allε el αβ ,κ el αβ ,Ṫ ,φ, T ;α and (µ/T ) ;α , we now find
together with the equations for σ αβ and M αβ and the inequality conditions for q α and j α already listed in (149). Now, the conditions σ αβεin αβ ≥ 0 and M αβκin αβ ≥ 0 are no longer a requirement. As (152) shows for the second case, the entropy and chemical potential have contributions coming from the inelastic deformation measures ε in αβ and κ in αβ .
Alternative constitutive description
By redefining the Helmholtz free energy, we can rewrite some of the above constitutive equations.
Since the Helmholtz free energy ψ is defined per unit mass, the total energy is
where the first integral denotes the integration over the total mass of surface S. Defining ρ 0 as the current density in the reference configuration, i.e. ρ 0 := J ρ, we can also write
Due to growth (h = 0), density ρ 0 is changing over time and is not equal to the initial density ρ 0 (unless h = 0). Likewise, we introduceρ as the density inŜ, i.e.ρ := J el ρ, so that we can further write Π =
where dâ = J in dA andΨ :=ρ ψ
is the Helmholtz free energy per unit intermediate area. Sinceρ is independent of the elastic deformation (as long asĥ = J el h is), 10 we can rewrite the constitutive laws for σ αβ and M αβ into
Subscript "(el)" is added here to indicate that this is the stress following from the elasticity model. But since σ αβ (el) = σ αβ (in) = σ αβ , bracket on this subscript are used. Using the alternative stress measures introduced in (114) and using identities (79) and (91), we can further writê
Constitutive examples
The following subsections give examples for the elastic and inelastic material behavior of curved surfaces resulting from the constitutive laws in (149), (152) and (157). We therefore consider that the Helmholtz free energy has additive mechanical, thermal and concentrational parts, i.e.
An additional energy due to growth is not required since the energy change due to mass changes is already accounted for in Π through ρ, see (153).
Growth models
i. Isotropic in-plane growth: In this caseâ α and F in are given by (48) and (49). If this growth is unrestricted and maintains constant density over time, i.e. J el = 1 and ρ = ρ 0 = const. ∀ t, ODE (100) leads to the exponential growth law
where J 0 is a dimensionless constant. In case of restricted growth at changing density (J el = 1, ρ = const.), expression (160) can still be used as a possible model. However in that case, also other growth models in the form
are possible. Examples are linear 11 growth in h,
and logarithmic expansion in time,
where J 0 , c and t 0 are constants. No matter what growth model is used, if ρ is not assumed constant, it has to be solved for from ODE (100). If growth is mass conserving, e.g. during expansion (163), ρ = ρ 0 /J solves ODE (100). Given J in ,â αβ is then fully defined via (50).
ii. Curvature growth: An example for curvature growth is the isotopic bending model (52) with the linear increaseκ
that could be caused by a one-sided mass source h.b αβ is then given by (55).
Models for concentration induced swelling and diffusion
i. Linear isotropic swelling: A classical model for swelling is the linear model
where the material constant α c denotes the coefficient of chemical swelling. Without loss of generality, one can then useâ αβ = J in A αβ as discussed in Sec. 3.3.
ii. Chemical bending: An example for concentration induced curvature increase is the isotopic bending model (52) with the linear curvature increasē
where α κ is a constant. This curvature increase could be caused by a one-sided swelling. Another, less trivial, example is a curvature increase due to a concentration difference between top and bottom surface, i.e.κ
where φ + and φ − denote the top and bottom concentrations of surface S, respectively. These need to be defined in a suitable way, e.g. by using two separate PDEs of type (104) for the top and bottom surface.
iii. Surface mass diffusion: A simple surface diffusion model satisfying (152) is
where M is a constant. Choosing
where c φ is a constant, we find the chemical potential
due to (152), (50), (55), (165) and (166). Here γ 0 := σ αβ 0 A αβ /2 and γ M 0 := M αβ 0 B αβ /2. For the special case that γ 0 , γ M 0 and T are constant, we arrive at Fick's law
, is the surface diffusivity.
Mechanical membrane models
This section discusses mechanical material models for elastic, viscous and plastic membrane behavior. If bending moments are neglected, we have N αβ = σ αβ .
i. Surface elasticity: An example for the elastic response is the potential
which is adapted from the classical 3D Neo-Hookean material model . The parameters Λ and G are material constants. From (172) follows the membrane stress
according to (157), (82) and (84). The two terms in (172) do not properly split dilatational and deviatoric energies. Such a split is achieved by the alternative model
which is adapted from . The constants K and G denote the in-plane bulk and shear moduli. From (157) now follows the membrane stress
Here the first part is purely dilatational, while the second is purely deviatoric. Hence, the surface tension only depends on the first part, while the deviatoric stress only depends on the second part: From (108) and (109) follow the surface tension
and the the deviatoric stress
A third elasticity example is the linear elastic membrane model 
which can be expanded intô
ii. Surface viscosity: A simple shear viscosity model satisfying (149) iŝ
where the material constant η ≥ 0 denotes the in-plane shear viscosity. 12 It is noted, that model (182) is not purely deviatoric, since it generally leads to non-zero surface tension (γ = 1 2 σ αβ a αβ = 0). Another simple viscosity model satisfying (149) iŝ
where the material constant λ ≥ 0 denotes the in-plane bulk viscosity. 13 It is noted, that model (183) is not purely dilatational, since it generally leads to non-zero shear stresses. If there is no elastic deformation,â αβ = a αβ . If there is elastic deformation,â αβ has to be determined from an evolution law. This depends on the rheological model considered. For a a. b. c. Maxwell element, see Fig. 2a , the evolution law forâ αβ follows from
which is a nonlinear ODE that can be solved locally using numerical methods (e.g. implicit Euler). For example, for models (173) and (182), the evolution law iṡ
where J el is a function ofâ αβ according to (45) . A second example is to use models (175) and (183) and consider only inelastic dilatation (â αβ = J in A αβ ) according to Sec. 3.3. Contracting (185) with a αβ and using the relations from Sec. 3.3 thus yields the evolution laẇ This model contains the special cases of a single Maxwell element -for M = 1 and σ αβ el0 = 0and the Kelvin model -for M = 1 andâ αβ = a αβ (see Fig. 2c ).
Remark 7: Apart of (182) and (183), also the slightly different choices σ αβ (in) = −ηȧ αβ and σ αβ (in) = λJ inâ αβ are consistent with the second law.
iii. Surface constraints: Constraints are important for various applications. A popular example is incompressibility, which is discussed in the following. Elastic incompressibility implies J el ≡ 1. This conditions leads to an extra stress that can for example be captured by the Lagrange multiplier method. According to this, the stress follows from the potentialΨ = q J el − 1 ,
where q is the corresponding Lagrange multiplier. The constraint stress thus is
i.e. it is dilatational. The Lagrange multiplier q is an additional unknown that needs to be solved for. It can be avoided by considering the penalty regularization
where the in-plane bulk modulus K is set to a very large value to ensure J el ≈ 1. From (157) now follows σ αβ
Inelastic incompressibility implies J in ≡ 1, i.e.J in = 0. According to (81) this leads to the constraintȧ αβâ αβ = 0 (192) on the internal variableâ αβ . This is a scalar equation, and so two more equations are needed in order to determineâ αβ . We can find those by contracting the evolution law withâ αβ and a αβ . For evolution law (185) we thus find
Eqs. (192)-(194) can then be solved forâ αβ .
iv. Surface plasticity: Plastic behavior can be characterized by the yield surface f y = f y (σ αβ ) = 0 that satisfiesḟ y = 0 during plastic flow. Hence,
A common approach to determine an evolution equation forâ αβ from this is to use the principle of maximum dissipation. This assumes that for a given inelastic strain rateε in αβ , the true stress is the one that maximizes the dissipation σ αβεin αβ among all possible stress states. This implieṡ σ αβεin αβ = 0 .
Together, Eqs. (195) and (196) imply thaṫ which is the evolution law forâ αβ . The scalar λ follows from the conditionḟ y = 0. An example (that is a 2D version of von Mises plasticity 14 , see Fig. 3 .a) is
where the material constant σ y denotes the yield stress, and 
then follows ∂f y ∂σ αβ = J elσ dev αβ s , 
withλ := J el λ, and σ αβεin αβ = λŝ .
Eq. (149) is thus satisfied for λ ≥ 0. From (203) and (205) follows thatȧ αβâ αβ = 0, i.e. plasticity model (205) is inelastically incompressible.
ii. Surface heat conduction: A simple surface conductivity model satisfying (152) is Fourier's law q α = −kâ αβ T ;β ,
where the constant k is the surface heat conductivity. Model (226) is analogous to Fick's law (171).
iii. Thermal surface expansion: A simple linear model for isotropic thermal expansion (analogous to chemical swelling) is
where the material constant α T denotes the coefficient of thermal expansion. Without loss of generality, one can then useâ αβ = J in A αβ as discussed in Sec. 3.3. Model (227) leads to an additional entropy contribution due to (152), analogous to the contributions in µ seen in (170).
iv. Thermal bending: An example for temperature induced curvature increase is the isotopic bending model (52) with the linear curvature increasē
analogous to (166). Here α κ is a material constant. This curvature increase could be caused by a one-sided thermal expansion. Analogous to (167), one can also consider the model
where T + and T − denote the top and bottom temperatures of surface S, respectively. Those need to be defined in a suitable way, e.g. by using two separate PDEs of type (129) for the top and bottom surface. Note that, models (228) and (229) lead to an additional entropy contribution due to (152), analogous to the contributions to µ seen in (170).
Conclusion
This work presents a general nonlinear shell theory for coupled elastic and inelastic deformations, accounting for growth, swelling, plasticity, viscosity and thermal expansions. The formulation is derived from the balance laws of mass, momentum, energy and entropy using a multiplicative split of the surface deformation gradient into elastic and inelastic contributions. The general constitutive equations of this coupling are derived and illustrated by several examples. Those generally require the derivatives of various kinematical quantities w.r.t. the elastic and inelastic deformations.
Although the present formulation is purely theoretical, it is suitable for computational analysis, for example within the finite element method. There has been important recent progress on rotation-free finite elements (FE) in the framework of isogeometric analysis (Kiendl et al., 2009) . Such FE formulations allow for a very accurate yet efficient surface description that is particularly beneficial for an accurate representation of curvatures. It can thus be expected that isogeometric shell FE formulations for coupled inelastic and elastic deformations would be very beneficial. So far, it seem that only elasto-plasticity has been analyzed with isogeometric shell FE (Ambati et al., 2018) . But there is ongoing work by the authors on isogeometric thermoelastic shells. The authors are currently also applying the present theory to extend the hyperelastic graphene model of Ghaffari et al. (2017) and Ghaffari and Sauer (2018) , and to study the growth of fluid films using the finite element model of Sauer (2014) and Roohbakhshan and Sauer (2018) .
